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Wireless Capacity

• Efforts on increasing wireless capacity has been on boosting

spectral efficiency of point-to-point links.

• Rely on sophisticated physical layer signal processing techniques:

smart antennas, interference suppression, etc.....

• Future breakthroughs will come from taking a broader multiuser

and network perspective.

• Requires synthesis of physical, MAC and higher layer techniques.



Example: Design of Downlink

Fading Channel
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Traditional View (point-to-point):

• fading is bad: unreliable

• diversity techniques: time, frequency, antennas

• interference management techniques: eg. averaging via spreading

• convert fading channel to non-fading channel by averaging.
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Modern View: Simple Scheduling and Dumb Antennas
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symmetric channels

• schedule transmissions to a user when its channel is near the peak

(2 X throughput improvement in Qualcomm’s HDR system)

• fading is good because it gives higher peaks

• go one step further: induce fading when none exists via dumb

antennas.

• cellular interference management: time-varying interference is

better than constant interference.
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Role of Information Theory

• Foundation of the ideas is the information theoretic notion of

multiuser diversity.

• Leads to a design completely different from the traditional

approach.

• More generally, information theory provides deep insights into the

effective utilization of time, frequency, space and user dimensions

of a wireless system.



The Future: Beyond Cellular

More challenging problems await us.

Examples:

• ad-hoc networks without centralized base-stations;

• spectrum sharing and co-existence of different systems.

The interference management problem is more complex but even more

central in these settings. Perhaps information theory will again lead the

way.


